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STRESS TESTING FOR (CRASH) DUMMIES:
Why financial institutions should perform stress testing in
today’s economic environment

A popular opinion among bankers is that stress tests
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The ride examines various tests placed on your vehicle.
You swerve to make sure your brakes, tires and overall
handling are adequate to avoid obstacles. Environmental changes such as temperature extremes are simulated
to ensure that the occupants remain comfortable and

Balance Sheet Stress Testing		
Financial institutions have many types of risk inherent in
their balance sheets. A few examples would be fluctuations in interest rates, questions of borrowers’ ability to
repay loans and uncertainty around customer payment
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and withdrawal patterns. Institutions attempt to quantify and

before they cause problems. And stress testing is not some-

understand these risks using internal models and third party

thing you should be performing after the fact or as a reg-

consulting services, which can inadvertently add other risks.

ulatory requirement. Stress testing as part of your business

Interest rate modeling is probably the most widely performed and best understood type of stress testing. Assessing

planning ensures that you will be ready for a wider variety
of situations when they occur.

the impact on your earnings and value as you shock and

Crash Tests

twist potential future rates is much like the handling tests

The extreme example of stress testing is a crash test. In this

mentioned above on Test Track. Recent regulations have

setting, you are pushing the limits of what could happen,

pushed similar exercises into the world of credit. While
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aware of. For example, none of the individual stress tests in

Consider prepayments using a very simplified example.
Assume you gather data for a fixed-rate product and calculate an average of 10 percent historical prepayments for
that product. Having no other information, it may be reasonable to assume that if rates rise prepayments will slow to
five percent. This would have a significant effect on the cash
flows and price for that product. But what if your reasoning
is wrong, and they drop all the way to two
percent? The impact on your cash flows and price risk is
even more dramatic.

Disney’s Test Track would confirm the safety of the
cockpit, but a full crash test would look at structural rigidity
(frame), how the body would
bend backwards, airbag
deployment, etc. DFAST and
other large bank regulatory
stress tests are like crash tests
for banking. Many variable
are stressed simultaneously
to see if there are potential
weaknesses that
otherwise might not have
been exposed in an organization.

Be a Crash Dummy
Traditional market stress tests have been in place for many
years. While these are good starting points, failing to test
other behaviors in your balance sheet is like checking your
tires but ignoring all other aspects of your vehicle. From
Following this same logic for other assumptions, what if
decay rates on deposits are faster than your estimates and
you have to generate more funding than expected? What if
product spreads tighten and your margins are not as high
as planned? Understanding the impact of these and other
variables on your bottom line will help you plan more effectively for the unknown.
The key message here is that stress testing is a good thing.
You want to be able to identify potential areas of weakness
in your institution so that you can proactively address them

time to time you need a full inspection and safety check.
Stressing other variables such as spreads, prepayments,
and decay rates in your plans, forecasts, and budgets will
help you further find outlier issues. And ultimately, running
a periodic crash test on the entire organization is prudent,
especially given the uncertainty that exists in our present
economy.
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